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Ministering Asian Faith and Wisdom: a 
Manual for Theological Librarians, by Rita 
and John England. Q uezon C ity, Philippines: 
New Day Publishers. 2001. 211 p. ISBN 
971-10-1057-7. 
Reviewed by Crisanta P. Bustamante, Head 
Librarian, International School if Theology-Asia. 
Quezon City, Philippines. 
This manual is an indispensable source book for 
theological librarians and those involved in the 
development of Asian theological resources. 
The book is divided into three parts. In part 1, 
the first five chapters deal with theology and 
Asian resources. It provides motivational and 
historical perspectives for librarians in theology, 
reorientation of Christian resources in the 
history of Asia from pre 1500 to the nineteenth 
and twentieth century and the help that already 
existed in the field of Asian library. 
Part 2 deals chiefly with the most important 
aspects of practical theological librarianship. 
Present and on-going trends on acquisition, 
different formats of special collection such as 
periodicals, documents, ephemera, booklets, 
artifacts, non-book materials and archives and 
changing emphasis in the library holding and 
alternatives for classification and cataloguing 
with Asian focus are included in this chapters. 
Part 3 deals with the listings of resources 
necessary for theological library in Asia, 
bibliographies and publishers addresses to help 
the librarian. 
The manual is an important contribution to the 
field of librarianship in Asia, ably fulfils its aims 
as an aid to every theological librarians and 
administrators facing the issues and decisions 
that must be made concerning ministering 
Asian faith and wisdom in the library. For 
readers with specific needs for accurate and 
up to date information, this book may be 
used as a starting point for exploring and 
gathering data. 
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